INFORMATIONS ABOUT ACCOMMODATION AND TOURISM

1) INFORMATIONS ABOUT ACCOMMODATION IN THE CITY OF GOIÂNIA – BRAZIL

Dear participants!

It will be a pleasure to welcome you to our city for the realization of the “ZOOTECNIA BRASIL”, an event that brings together the 55th Annual Meeting of the Brazilian Society of Animal Science, the 28th Brazilian Congress of Animal Science and the 6th American Rabbit Congress. These will be held at the PUC-GO Convention Center, from August 27th to 30th, 2018, in Goiânia / State of Goias - Brazil.

To make your participation feasible, we as the official agency, negotiate special discounts at Cia Aéreas Nacionais and differentiated rates at the hotel chain accredited to attend the event.

Do not buy without consulting our team !!!

AIRLINE TICKETS

Check out the special discounts just for shopping with “Boa Viagem Turismo”:

- TAM (20% discount on the website rate, except for classes G and A)
- AVIANCA (17% discount on the website rate, except for classes T and Y)
- AZUL (Under negotiation)
- GOL (Under negotiation)

To access the airfare purchase, please go to the link http://boaviagemgyn.com.br/portal/vendas/pesquisa_congresso.php?central_venda_id=1030 (available only in Brazil airports).

Remember: Valid condition, only for purchases at “Boa Viagem Turismo”, online at our website or with one of our attendants.
HOTELS

Daily rates, without taxes, by accommodation type.  
Fees to be included 15%  
Daily with breakfast

PAYMENT METHODS

Air tickets, in cash or in installments according to each Airline’s rules.  
Hotels, at sight or in installments through bank vouchers with last expiration 15 days before the check-in at the hotel.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE CONVENTION CENTER

The Organization of the ZOOTECNIA BRAZIL studies the possibility of transporting the participants from the place of hosting to the place of the event.

ECONOMIC ACCOMMODATION

We are negotiating economic accommodation for students who come in groups. Those interested should direct the requests to the email: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br.  
Soon the accommodation type and cost will be available on this page
HOTELS

ALPHA PARK HOTEL (OFFICIAL HOTEL)

Distance to the event: 6.7 km
Web site: http://alphaparkhotel.com.br/
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

OITIS HOTEL

Distance to the event: 7.5 km
Web site: http://www.oitishotel.com.br/
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

QUALITY HOTEL GOIÂNIA

Distance to the event: 7.5 km
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

K HOTEL

Distance to the event: 7.6 km
Web site: http://khotel.com.br/
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

CONFORT SUITES FLAMBOYANT
UMUARAMA PLAZA HOTEL

Distance to the event: 8.2 km
Web Site: http://www.atlanticahotels.com.br/hotel/goiania/comfort-suites-flamboyant
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

UMUARAMA PLAZA HOTEL

Distance to the event: 12.3 km
Web Site: http://umuaramaplaza.com.br/
More information: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

To obtain additional information about these hotels access the link:
http://boaviagemgyn.com.br/portal/vendas/detalhes.php?central_venda_id=1030&28%E2%88%AB+congresso+brasileiro+de+zootecnia (information only available in Portuguese)

2) INFORMATION ABOUT TOURISM

OFFICIAL AGENCY OF TOURISM
name: Boa Viagem Turismo
http://www.boaviagemgyn.com.br/
Phone: +55 62 3092-6191
Email: pedro@boaviagemgyn.com.br

To verify tourist information about the tourist route of the city of Goiânia, please access the link http://www.sbzzootec2018.com.br/arquivo/roteiro.pdf (available only in Portuguese).

To verify tourist information about the state of Goias, please access the link: http://www.goiasturismo.go.gov.br/ (available only in Portuguese).

To verify tourist information about Brazil, please access the link: http://visitbrasil.com/en/
CONSTRUINDO SABERES, FORMANDO PESSOAS E TRANSFORMANDO A PRODUÇÃO ANIMAL